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How to work specifically with ideology if/when it gets in the way of recovery/rehabilitation.



How do you teach someone 
to walk?



LEARNING BY 
INSTRUCTIONS



You adapt to the rules because you:

a) Trust the other person or source

b) Fear the other person or source

c) You get rewarded for doing it

d) You get punished for not doing it



TRACKING 

 Testing the rule and then following or 
adapting the rule according to own
experience. The rule becomes natural.

 You formulate your own rules from your
own experience. 





 Socially reinforced. The rule is followed 
only because of social consequences like 
punishment or social rewards. 

 Untestable consequences.

 Inaccurate tracking



 Religious and political ideologies 
link many of the rules for 
behavior to abstract and 
untestable consequences. 

 That kind of rules are much more 
insensitive to immediate 
consequences and they have a 
tendency to be followed blindly. 
(Steven Hayes, 1989) 



 Much religious belief …  is intimately 
connected to reality by motivating 
behaviors that are adaptive in the real 
world … It is true that many religious beliefs 
are false as literal descriptions of the real 
world but this merely forces us to recognize 
two forms of realism; a factual realism… and a 
practical realism based on behavioral 
adaptedness.” 

 “Rationality is not the gold standard against 
which all other forms of thought are to be 
judged. Adaptation is the gold standard 
against which rationality must be judged.”

David Sloan Wilson



The 
extremists 

world
view

Reality



HOW TO REHABILITATE?
1) Put the individual in contact with 

natural consequences.

2) Test the rules against reality if 
possible.





 Gives us a way of analyzing ideologies from 
the perspective of a set of rules governing 
behavior.





The ideology becomes lika a natural law



PHOBIAS AND RULES
WHAT TO LOOK FOR
 Rules that forbids contact with natural things in life.

 Phobias induced by the ideology.

 Rules that tell the individual that he or she is a bad person.

 Consequences stated by the ideology.



 The exercise is done in groups of
three.

 Two person plays the role of the 
mind. Their job is to constantly talk 
to the third person in an evaluating, 
negative and judgemental way. The 
third persons task is to take a walk 
around the room at his or her
choosing. The ”mind” cannot decide
were the person in charge goes, and 
the person in charge cannot make 
the mind shut up. Do this for 5 
minutes.

 Then each individual takes a walk 
alone for a couple of minutes. 



 Decide who starts as a coach.

 The coach introduces the intervention by 
doing the lemon-exercise on their partner. This
is to have him/her experience that words are
just sounds and not natural laws. 

 Then the coach takes one of the proposed
exercises from the defusion-list and the 
partner makes up a word or phrase to work
with.

 The coach delivers the intervention using the 
phrase the partner has choosen.

 Reverse the roles.



WORKING WITH 
METAPHORS



UNDERSTAND THE 
FUNCTION
(ASSESSMENT)

Belonging
Appreciation
from peers

Status Meaning



ANGER ISSUES





THE RISK SEEKER





THE IDEOLOGIST







THE AVOIDANT TYPE




